Southern Wisconsin Archery Championship
What is it?
- One arrow 3-D target tournament with a 6 target shoot off consisting of multiple clubs
(3-4) with a championship money round with a 50% payout between all shoots
-Women shoot together and men shoot together.
Classes
-Open class known (50 yard maximum)
-Senior hunter known (40 yard maximum)
-Bowhunter known (40 yard maximum)
-Women’s (40 yard maximum)
-There is no Pro/Semi Pro class at this timeClass Registration
-Open class - lens, clarifiers, stabilizers
-Senior hunter - 50 and older. no lens, no clarifier, verifiers okay, front stabilizer no more
than 12” in front of riser including weights, rear stabilizer no longer then 2” past rear of string
including weights.
-Bowhunter -49 and under. same as senior bowhunter ( verifiers ok)
-Women - anything goes, shoot what you bring. (bowhunter, open setup)
Registration (Contact: Pat Michels) Preferred method, message me on the SWAC
Facebook page tap message button and leave full name class and phone number where
you can be reached. 2nd option call me at 414-975-5930 and if I don't answer leave
message with same info.
-Preregistration required (just a phone call with names and numbers and class) to
establish number of shooters
-Payments in full will be accepted at each shoot, cash only
-Walk ons for non-money round accepted and only on target availability, maximum
shooters are capped at 100 per event. Preregistration for walk ons will be first come first serve,
and will be notified if there will be no room.
Cost
-Open class = $30.00 (money)
-Fun walk-ons = $15.00 (only until money classes fill roster to 100 people)
-Sr Bow Hunter, Bow Hunter, Women's = $25.00 (money)
-do not advance to next target until that group is finished. (this is to prevent backups)
-on site check in will be from 7:30 to 9:00 AM
-practice range at each event will close at 9:45 AM
-shooters meeting at 10:00 AM and shotgun start at 10:30AM
-four qualifiers series with the last to be the championship, so you only need to shoot 3 of the 4
but must shoot the 4th, only have to shoot 2 of the first 3 and the 4th, if you shoot the first 3 you
can drop your lowest score.
-shooter may only shoot one division for the series
-archer will shoot only 1 arrow per target
-range finders and binoculars are allowed

-fixed payouts at first 3 qualifiers only
-archer must touch or straddle the stake
-no compromising of shooting stakes allowed
-any protest other than score contact range official immediately
-double scoring will be used and scorer cannot score his or her own official scorecard
-shooting groups must determine there own scores and all scores must match when turning
cards in or lowest score will used.
-first archer will receive two minutes at stake, each additional archer will get one minute at stake
only 3 let downs fourth will be a zero per target
slow groups will get one warning, if contacted again slow shooter, or shooters will receive a zero
for that target.
-no speed limits
-no crossbows
Mechanical Breakdown
In the event of a breakdown of a bow the group must agree as a whole that it is a breakdown.
Contact a range official immediately. The shooter will have 30 minutes to repair defective
equipment. If archer is unable to return his score up to that point will be used for his or her
official score. Missed targets will be scores by a range official.
Scoring
20 targets are 12, 10, 8, 5, 0 (No 14 in play)
6 target shoot off (14 will be in play)(5 targets then sixth for anyone within reach of the leader)
1 arrow per target shooting center for 12
shooters rotate order on every target
-Top 5 scores in each class will advance to the shutoff at the championship. classes exceeding
20 archers will be flighted and both A and B flights will shutoff top 5
-If shooter touches arrows before all scores are recorded he, she will received one warning.
each time after he, she will received a zero for that target
-Shooters running score from all 3 qualifiers will continue through the 6 target championship
each of the first 3 qualifiers will start at zero.
-Ties will be decided by a single arrow scoring closest to center of an official picked 14 ring,
using center of the arrow regardless of score.
-Payouts 3-6-9 basis for each class
Shoot off
5 target shoot off at championship only for each class after 5 targets. Any archer within 10
points of the leader shoot off a 6th and final target to determine order of winners. lowest score
shoots first and so on until top shooter who will shoot last.
Weather
If qualifier is called off due to weather all scores from that target on will be scored as final scores
for all. 10 points per target left will be added to everyones score

